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Of influential Britisher the Right Honourable Lord Lamont of Lerwick who deals with “ultra high net worth individuals” and whose influence extends outwards from the his twin bases in the House of Lords and The City of London, United Kingdom to Germany, Iran, America, Romania, Spain, France, Italy, Australia, Namibia and in all, over 100 other countries due to interests he’s a director or consultant to in many finance and industry sectors including the notorious MONSANTO (born 1942---Pilgrims Society) member of the House of Lords of Parliament and the Privy Council to the British Sovereign, Wiki has this---

“Before entering Parliament he worked for N M Rothschild & Sons, the investment bank, and became director of Rothschild Asset Management. Lamont currently in addition to his role as
a working peer, is a director of and a consultant to various companies in the financial sector. He is a director of the hedge fund RAB Capital, Balli Group (commodities trading house), and he is an advisor to Rotch Property Group. He is also a director of a number of investment funds. In December 2008 he joined the board of Phorm, an online behavioral advertising company, and he is a non-executive director of Balli Group PLC and the Honorary President of the British Romanian Chamber of Commerce, and **Chairman of the British Iranian Chamber of Commerce**. Also, he is on the advisory board of OMFIF where he is regularly involved in meetings regarding the financial and monetary system.”

OMFIF = Official Monetary and Financial Institutions Forum, discussed farther on.
The Rt Hon Lord Lamont of Lerwick

Huge symbolism! Many Pilgrims members on the PC---
World famous, the U.K. Parliament building---
Lammy is one of the very few blacks in The Pilgrims Society and as you’d get the feel if investigating him, he’s strictly an outer circle flunky level member. He’s there as a tool to mislead blacks for the members having real power; if not, he’d have stated his membership openly for anyone to see. That is against Society policy especially in the case of pied pipers misleading key manipulatable groups! He’s complained about slavery, but some members of The Pilgrims descend from slave trading operators, and he won’t say anything about it. He isn’t worth more than a nickel to every thousand dollars Lamont has; and I’d say Lamont isn’t an inner circle member, but mid circle, which is quite weighty still. Lamont’s connections contrasted to Lammy are no less than breathtaking and totally overshadow the flunky member. Most outer circle members are white as there are very few black members in any case; a curious semi-exception is Ellsworth G. Stanton whom you may look up on your own.

http://www.ellsworthgstanton.com/biography.html
Lamont and his wife Rosemary divorced in 1999 after 28 years of marriage with a daughter named Sophie; info on the ex-wife’s background might be interesting.

Lord and Baron Lamont was a Member of Parliament representing Kingston on Thames district (1972-1997) and in 1998 Lamont was “elevated” to membership in the English House of Lords; not coincidentally, the same year he became a member of The Pilgrims London, probably in January. He was most likely on their waiting list for some years. It’s another Royal appointment, though unofficial; and also unofficial is the matter of there being outer, middle and inner circle members, with Lamont being high in the mid circle. This may be regarded as opinion only, but there are sound reasons for this conclusion of three unofficial but very real, membership levels. The inner circle in London and New York is very small, probably with no more than 40 members in each branch or “lodge” if you prefer. In 1983-1985 Lamont was Minister of State for Trade and Industry. In 1985-1986 Lamont was Minister for Defence Procurement (juicy opportunities for payola!) During 1986-1989 he was Financial Secretary to the British Treasury; 1989-1990, Chief Secretary to the Treasury; and finally Lamont rose to be Chancellor of the Exchequer 1990-1993. Lerwick by the way is the main port city of the Shetland Islands. Described as a “deep politician” and “he was Chancellor of the Exchequer when Black Wednesday transferred around £3,000,000,000
from UK taxpayers to currency traders.” It sure fits the pattern; “seizing” and “absorbing” wealth, The Pilgrims Society.

UK Ministry of Defence building---
Lamont was president of the Cambridge University Union Society in 1964 and took part in a tour of the United States (“the American colonies”) sponsored by the English Speaking Union, a significant Pilgrims Society front which wants to make English the world language. Also in 1964 Lamont was chairman of the Cambridge University Conservative Association. During 1971-1972 Lamont held the chairmanship of the Bow Group. According to reliable info (see scan following) Lamont didn’t become a Pilgrims member till 1998---the same year he joined the House of Lords, not a coincidence. While Lamont apparently hasn’t been officially placed in any Rothschild family operation since before he entered Parliament in 1972, I’d be cynical at any notion that his linkage with them ended besides officially. According to this he started with the Rothschilds in 1968. Later on you’ll see Bloomberg claiming he was with Rothschilds for over 15 years.
Lamont attended Fitzwilliam College, a division of Cambridge University---
Founded in 1951, Bow Group is described as a conservative (?) think tank and according to Wiki, “No information about its funding is available on its website”---It has a publication called The Crossbow, suggestive of medieval warfare tracing down to more modern weapons.
Senior Patron of the Bow Group is Pilgrims Society member---ex director Of GlaxoSmithKline Pharma interest & J.P. Morgan U.K. ---

Update---Howe died in 2015; why the Bow Group still lists him as active is puzzling.

More from Wiki on Norman Lamont, “ex” Rothschild associate, Pilgrims Society member---

“In June 2007, Lord Lamont became Honorary Patron of the Oxford University History Society, one of the University's largest societies, and he was, from 1996 to 2008, chairman of Le Cercle, a foreign policy club which meets bi-annually in
Washington, DC. In 2008, Lord Lamont became the President of the Economic Research Council, Britain's oldest economics-based think tank.”


The go to specialist on Le Cercle (“The Circle”) is my great European colleague, Joel Van Der Reijden, who also specializes in the 1001 Club. We both concluded The Pilgrims Society is the most “interesting” group extant. We read from the link---

“The group meets biannually. Every autumn it meets in Washington DC and earlier in the year it meets in an “overseas” venue, usually in Europe. Approx 70 guests attend over a period of 3-4 days, the vast majority are male and universally classed as extreme right-wing. Bilderberg meetings usually end with mass protests, arrests and ample media coverage, Le Cercle
meetings go unreported. Attendees of Le Cercle are generally found to be part of the deep state – i.e. mostly made up of politicians, spooks, bankers, diplomats, military officers, editors and publishers or experts in geopolitical products such as energy. All are deep political actors with real influence. Members are almost exclusively from western or western-oriented countries. It is noteworthy that many important members tend to be affiliated with aristocratic circles in London and accusations of links to fascism and synarchist (rule by a secret elite) are anything but uncommon in this milieu. In the last few years Le Cercle has become even more secretive with its activities largely unknown.”

Van Der Reijden’s site link https://isgp-studies.com/about screenshot showing his view coincides with mine as to The Pilgrims being the most significant power elite---I’m skeptical of CIA involvement with LGBTQ; regardless---
“In addition to his role as a working peer, Norman currently holds positions of director, advisor and consultant for a range of high ranking financial companies. Lord Lamont was, from 1996 to 2008, chairman of Le Cercle, a foreign policy club which meets bi-annually in Washington, DC.”


Evelyn De Rothschild, an “adviser” to GSF, is the son of a Pilgrims Society member from the 1957 roster. Another GSF adviser, Susan Eisenhower, is listed in The Pilgrims 2014. Now it would be a joke to say she’s more important than Rothschild;
which shows one of the idiosyncrasies of The Pilgrims. I’ve said several times that some nonmembers are very likely barking orders to lower level members who are representing their interests in the group; but Eisenhower will surprise you if you take time to investigate her credentials and bio. SE, GD of President Eisenhower, has risen ultra far higher in the power structure than Austin Fitts ever came close to doing. Still that shouldn’t stop CAF from “harvesting” $375 from you, huh? Eisenhower---

http://www.eisenhowergroup.com/
August 14, 1962, London---
The Economic Research Council led by Lord Lamont

http://ercouncil.org/about-the-erc/erc-officers/

Founded in 1932 at the height of the Great Depression, the ERC wants to “educate” (propagandize) the public about economics---
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person has this on **LORD** Lamont---

Lord Norman Stewart Hughson Lamont has been a Senior Advisor of EC Partners since 2013. Lord Lamont is a Senior Advisor of Halkin Investments LLP. He serves as an Advisor of Rotch Property Group Ltd. He is the President of the Cambridge Union. He served as the Chancellor of the Exchequer from November 1990 to May 1993, chairing the G7 group of Finance Ministers and the European Union Finance Ministers from 1990 to 1993. He served as the Chief Secretary to the Treasury from 1989 to 1990. He served as the Conservative Member of Parliament from 1972 to 1993, served as a Minister in the Departments of Energy, Trade & Industry, Defense and Treasury from 1979 to 1997 and a Member of the British House of Lords since 1998. He served as an Adviser to Monsanto and the Western Union Corporation. He has been the Chairman of Small Companies Dividend Trust Plc since February 27, 2006. He serves as the Chairman of Supervisory Board at Uniastrom Bank LLC. He serves as the Non-Executive Chairman of Small Companies Plc. He served as the Non-Executive Chairman of i0 Adria Limited until January 31, 2014. He served as an Independent Non-Executive Chairman of European Growth & Income Trust PLC since March 24, 2005 and Director since October 2000. He served as the Chairman of Galileo Innovation Plc. He has been a Director of Jupiter Second Split Trust Plc since August 31, 2004. He serves as a Director of Jupiter European Opportunities Trust PLC. He serves as a Member of Advisory Board of Stanhope Capital LLP. He serves as a Director of Small Companies ZDP PLC. He serves as a Director of Compagnie Internationale de Participations Bancaires et Financieres. He serves as a Member of Advisory Board of MerchantBridge & Co. Ltd. He served as an Independent Director of Small Companies Plc since February 27, 2006. Non Executive Director of Bally Group plc and an Independent Non Executive Director of Rab Capital PLC and RAB Capital Holdings Ltd. since April 4, 2004. He served as a Non-Executive Director of Phorn Corporation Limited from December 2008 to February 25, 2015. He served as a Director of N M Rothschild & Sons Limited for whom he worked for more than 15 years and also served as a Director of Galileo Innovation Plc and Rothschild Asset Management Ltd., and Banca Commerciale Robur. He served as a Director of Insight Investment Management (Global) Limited. He served as a Non Executive Director of UCL Resources Limited from November 23, 2007 to November 2009. He served as a Director of Scottish Re Group Ltd. since December 2001. He has Degree in Economics from Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge. He speaks English.

Lord Lamont’s offices are at 35 Grosvenor Street London which Has “storage **vaults**”---

**35 Grosvenor Street**
**London, Greater London**

We’ll review aspects from Bloomberg we haven’t covered yet. This Lamont is a hell of an operator! First, his **MONSANTO** linkage! Like his “ex” Rothschild finance activities, this created a stain on him that can never leave---
MONSANTO--JUST ONE TENTACLE OF HISTORY'S MOST DANGEROUS SECRET SOCIETY!!

MONSANTO

PILL-GRAMS!
Among the members of The Pilgrims Society across the years who were involved with Monsanto is Edward Asbury O’ Neal who became Monsanto chairman in 1965 and his name was in The Pilgrims 1969 roster. He left that detail out of listings in “Who’s Who in America” but we discover he was also a director of the regionally powerful Saint Louis Union Trust Company. He was born in Alabama to Edward Asbury O’ Neal in 1905, apparently descended from the 26th Governor of Alabama by the same name, whose wife was of French Huguenot ancestry—enemies of the Vatican. You can’t trace the former Monsanto chairman to the Civil War officer through Wiki, but this takes you closer. Monsanto has won recent fame for being hit with a $289 million judgment due to its poisonous Roundup weed killer spray, which was always ridiculous at best since nontoxic boiling water will kill driveway weeds very safely and at less cost! Certainly less outrageous but significant, Lord Lamont has
been a paid consultant to Western Union, another Pilgrims Society interest over the years---

Rotch Property Group---

Rotch, founded in 1980, owns real estate developments worth more than $7.8 billion US. Its two divisions are R20 Limited and https://www.cbg.uk.com/about.html  Rotch Property Group HQ is in Leconfield House on Curzon Street in London, named after Lord Curzon, major silver suppressor and Viceroy of India
(1899-1905), Pilgrims Society member who with USA Pilgrims member Henry White, acted at the Treaty of Versailles in Paris in 1919 to guarantee Germany would become desperate and turn to a military dictator, ensuring a second British fomented World War. Leconfield house was the HQ of spy unit MI5 (1945 to 1976!)

Consensus Business Group---

“Acting as advisor to companies within the Tchenguiz Family Trust, Consensus Business Group has amassed a portfolio of over 300,000 residential freeholds worth over £4 billion and a commercial portfolio worth over £2 billion. As a result of our strategic investment, Consensus Business Group is believed to be the largest owner and asset manager of residential freehold interests in the UK, representing in excess of 1% of the housing stock in England and 1.2% in Greater London.”

No, I never heard of the Tchenguiz family before either. They come from Tehran, Iran, which immediately suggest possible opium business. Next we discover they are of Iraqi Jewish origin. On March 10, 2011, Vincent Tchenguiz was arrested by the Serious Fraud Office in connection with the collapse of Iceland’s biggest bank, Kaupthing Bank. Wiki adds, “He was released the same day without charge,” what? Did Lord
Norman Lamont pull some strings? Vincent has had friendly and unfriendly dealings with “Black Cube,” described as “a private intelligence firm founded by former Israeli intelligence officers.” Vincent and Black Cube ended up suing each other but both suits were privately resolved, details unknown. Vincent invested money in Israeli intelligence communications company eVigilo. Still further, Vincent has been the biggest shareholder in Cambridge Analytica, implicated in the 2018 Facebook privacy breach scandal. Shady characters? Pilgrims Society members do associate with them, hovering above them! Lamont also has ties to the immense Barclay’s Bank.

Barclay’s Bank, featuring symbolism
Of the globe, the Royals, a bird of prey,
And the number six repetitively!

Black Cube: Inside the shadowy Israeli firm accused of trying to undermine the Iran deal

And that’s amusing, since Lord Lamont chairs the British-Iranian Chamber of Commerce! More on that later! Lamont appears to care more about getting wealthier than as to how he comes
by it. Bloomberg states that since 2013 Lord Lamont has been senior advisor to---

BC Partners

BC Partners, founded in 1986, has some $17 billion in assets and is a buyout investment company. INTELSAT in D.C. headquarters; BC Partners is a major holder of this one---

In 2006 Lord Lamont became chairman of Small Companies Dividend Trust; full name is as follows---
“Lord Lamont is senior adviser of Halkin Investments”---

Address of Halkin Investments is stated as 35 Grosvenor Street in London; same address Lamont stated in his Bloomberg profile. Halkin works with “ULTRA HIGH NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS.” Naturally; wealth acquisition is what The Pilgrims Society is all about; hey---busting the wheels off other people’s wagons is what makes their world go round! Of Lord Lamont, Halkin Investments has this to tell its clients--- (no mention of Lamont’s Pilgrims Society involvement) ---
Lord Norman Lamont - Senior Advisor

Lord Lamont (Norman Lamont) was at the centre of British politics for many years. He was a Cabinet Minister under both Margaret Thatcher and John Major, and was a member of the House of Commons for twenty-five years. Norman Lamont was Chancellor of the Exchequer (Finance Minister) from 1990-1993 and introduced three Budgets. He inherited the policy of membership of the ERM, which made it a difficult and controversial time to be Chancellor. This culminated in Britain’s exit from the ERM in September 1992.

Many Economists have attributed much of the economic stability and low inflation enjoyed in his first years by Gordon Brown to the policies introduced by Norman Lamont after Britain’s exit from the ERM in September 1992. These new policies included an inflation target for the Bank of England and a tough tax raising Budget in 1993. Sir Alan Walters, economic advisor to Lady Thatcher, in a letter to the Times described Lord Lamont in his “post ERM phase”... "to be not only the most effective but also the bravest Chancellor since the war".

In 1998 Norman Lamont published a self-deprecating and amusing account of his time as Chancellor under the title “In Office”. His book was described in the Independent newspaper as “Out of the top drawer of political memoirs”.

Currently Lord Lamont, as well as being a working Peer, is a director of, and a consultant to a number of companies in the financial sector. He was made a Life Peer in July 1998.

RT HON LORD NORMAN LAMONT

PILL-GRAMS!!

Lamont chaired the G7 Finance Ministers 1990-1993---
Bloomberg said Lamont is chairman of the supervisory board of Uniastrum Bank. Founded in Moscow in 1994, Bloomberg often fails to update its info; as of 2017 Uniastrum was acquired by something called PC Orient Express Bank. These Pilgrims Britishers and their USA counterparts have done huge amounts of business in Russia for years!
The British have a LONG history of involvement in Cyprus! Until early 2014 Lamont chaired

iO Adria Limited is a real estate investment firm specializing in the development, operation, and management of integrated tourism and leisure properties in Croatia. It was founded in 2005 and is based in Hamilton, Bermuda. iO Adria Limited operates as a subsidiary of Jupiter Fund Management PLC.

Norman Lamont, Pilgrims Society member, has been involved with several Jupiter Funds including Jupiter Second Split Trust and Jupiter European Opportunities Trust---

https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private
Jupiter Second Split Trust PLC is a closed-ended equity mutual fund launched and managed by Jupiter Unit Trust Managers Limited. The fund is co-managed by Jupiter Asset Management Limited. It invests in public equity markets across the globe. The fund seeks to invest in stocks of companies operating across diversified sectors. It primarily invests in value stocks of companies across all capitalizations. The fund focuses on such factors as an imaginative, proven, and incentivised management team and balance sheet strength to create its portfolios. It benchmarks the performance of its portfolio against a composite index comprised of 75% FTSE Actuaries All-Share Index and 25% FTSE Actuaries Wor...

Detailed Description

The Zig Zag Building
70 Victoria Street,
London, SW1E 6SQ
United Kingdom

Phone: 44 020 3817

Founded in 2004

Zig Zag Building in London (Cushman & Wakefield, Pilgrims Society) ---
The Jupiter Funds, London, currently have $62.66 billion US in assets under management.

Galileo Innovation LLC, of which Lamont was chairman, ended its business affairs; it was active in acquisition of intellectual property rights connected to assorted engineering firms.
Lamont “serves as member advisory board of Stanhope Capital”
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot

Stanhope Capital LLP is a privately owned investment manager. The firm provides wealth management services including estate planning and tax planning. It manages separate client focused portfolios for its clients. The firm employs external managers to manage client investments. It also makes private equity investments. Stanhope Capital LLP is based in London, United Kingdom with an additional office in Zurich, Switzerland.

35 Portman Square
London, W1H 6LR
United Kingdom

Phone: 44 20 7725 1800
Fax: 44 20 7725 1801
www.stanhopecapital.co

35 Portman Square---
At [https://www.stanhopecapital.com/](https://www.stanhopecapital.com/) we find Stanhope described as “The Global Boutique” investment company; its chief was with [UBS](https://www.ubs.com) Warburg for 25 years and worked with “some of Europe’s most prominent families.” Stanhope Capital appears to be named after Lord Stanhope, described in my Silver Stealers report thusly--- (start and finish shown in yellow) ---

Lord James Stanhope, the 13th Earl of Chesterfield, son in law of the 6th Marquess of Sligo, who became leader of the House of Lords, was another Pilgrims Society member atop the British establishment who had icy feelings against monetary silver. He owned a 145 room estate. The Times, London, December 8, 1932, page 7, had this to say---

“LORD STANHOPE SAID THE GOVERNMENT DID NOT THINK BIMETALLISM WAS OF SUFFICIENT IMPORTANCE TO BE PLACED
The Commercial & Financial Chronicle, December 10, 1932, page 3954, “British House of Lords Bars Bi-Metalism Move, Blocks Attempt to Put Issue Up to World Economic Conference” reported Lord Stanhope making a declaration that “if we could get 1,000,000,000 ounces of silver out of China and India” letting slip British intentions to continue silver dumping so prices could be managed at low levels, in their effort to discredit silver as money! In June 1934 the Silver Purchase Act did exactly what Stanhope wanted! The Pilgrims Society London ping-ponged silver across the Atlantic Ocean over to The Pilgrims Society USA to take over the silver conspiracy. The real goal of that Act was to concentrate history’s biggest silver stockpile in the Treasury Department so the financiers would have a supply of silver with which to manage world silver prices for several generations into the future. That and that alone is exactly what they have done! Silver leasing brought in more metal, such as from the Philippine central bank and many other sources, including more from China well after the Red takeover!
Silver suppressor Lord Stanhope had his way, as the 1933 World Economic Conference attended by 66 nations, summer 1933, held in London at the Geological Museum, was a Pilgrims Society farce benefitting The Money Power at dear cost of grief and poverty to the world (a subject for a whole other extensive research, for which I have tons of info and little time) ---

Stanhope HATED silver money!
Yet another of Lord Lamont’s literal plethora of financial dealings as a board member of---

C.I.P.A.F SA SPF (Compagnie Internationale de Participations bancaires et financières)
29 Avenue de la Porte-Neuve L-2227 Luxembourg

Next, Lord Lamont is an advisor to---
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private
Balli Group is based in London and “has traded with Iran,” bear in mind Lord Lamont’s interest in Iran---

https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private
We just read about major league silver suppressor Lord Stanhope, now comes this company at number 5 Stanhope Gate in London as its address! According to https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/sfo-investigates-trader-linked-to-lord-lamont we read---

“The Serious Fraud Office has launched an investigation into the collapse of an Anglo-Iranian commodities trader linked with Lord Lamont of Lerwick, the government’s trade envoy to Iran.
The crime agency has made arrests and conducted searches as part of an inquiry into the failure of Balli Group and two of its subsidiaries. It is not known who has been arrested or what role they played in the business, but there is no suggestion that Lord Lamont, a former director, is being investigated and he said that he had not been contacted by the SFO.”

Lord Lamont as usual is unscathed and untouched; he makes any “Teflon don” Mafioso look like a small timer; such is the immunity of members of the Royalist Pilgrims Society. Note the obvious Royal symbolism; they protect loyal and highly placed Royal family allies---

THE PEOPLE WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM SANCTIONS” they quoted Lordly Norman as declaring! We may as well at this point discuss Lord Lamont’s chairmanship of the British Iranian Chamber of Commerce in London.

The British Iranian Chamber of Commerce

http://www.bicc.org.uk/ab-k

PILL-GRAMS!
According to https://www.intelligenceonline.com/insiders/iran_united-kingdom/2016/02/17/norman-lamont ---

“He positions as preferred adviser to business people active both in the United Kingdom and Iran has enabled Lamont to develop contacts at the highest level in Tehran. These include: Mohammed Seyed Hossein Adeli, chairman of the Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF), Mohammad Nahavandian, head of the private office of President Hassan Rohani.”
Lamont also has dealings with Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture. Lamont is covered by the Financial Tribune, the “first Iranian-English economic daily.”
Iranian Islamic news agency
Likes Lord Lamont--
The Independent, January 24, 2016 quoted Lamont---

“Iran has the fourth-biggest oil reserves in the world, and the second-biggest gas reserves. Put the two together, and it is the most energy-rich country in the world,” he told The Independent. “And unlike some other oil producers, Iran has other aspects to its economy. “It has zinc, copper, aluminum. There is a motor car industry that will probably want to operate in conjunction with foreign companies.”

According to the Islamic Republic News Agency---

“Head of Iran-UK Chamber of Commerce Lord Norman Lamont, who attended President Rouhani's swearing-in ceremony in Tehran on August 5, asserted that the ceremony as the twelfth swearing-in ceremony of the Islamic Republic of Iran since the Revolution in 1979, shows Iran's resilience and stability.”
Lamont is on the advisory board to the Iran Heritage Foundation. It’s headed by a member of the Order of the British Empire! ---
Lamont had (still may have) working relationship with the Rothschilds, who everyone would expect to side with Israel; however, look at all the linkage Lamont has with Iran! It may be since the House of Lords, of which Lamont is a life peer, has deep historic relations with the Royal family, he may be more of a Royalist than a Rothschild financier. His own personal fortune is of unknown dimensions and subject to considerable speculation. Iran also has large silver bearing ore resources, and the British have always been more interested in controlling silver than anyone else. Trump is well known for tensions with Iran including sanctions; you may be certain Lamont is ready to profit on Iran regardless is there is or is not war with Iran, Israel, Saudi Arabia and the United States. In the mid 1980s Lamont was United Kingdom Minister for Defense Procurement so he’s in prime position to be able to facilitate movement of military hardware just about anywhere, and several dozen other members of The Pilgrims London are also. Arming both
sides before outbreak of war is common historic practice of abusive elites. Certainly the Israelis can’t be happy about Lord Lamont working with Iran; actually, there have been quite a few anti-Jewish Pilgrims Society members; to cite only several; George Ball (of the Jewish named Lehman Brothers) who was on Bilderberg steering Committee; Henry White, chief negotiator in Paris at the Treaty of Versailles in 1919; and Elmer Holmes Bobst of the vastly profitable Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical, known as a “mentor” of President Richard Nixon.

Lamont also serves as honorary chairman of---
Lamont addressed Arab Bankers Association---
Pilgrims Society member Lamont is All over the map! Addressing The Danube Institute---

http://www.rabcap.com/ their site is very unrevealing and describes itself as a “private company that invests in a wide
range of assets.” It was a hedge fund with assets of $7 billion in 2007 but down to $1 billion in 2011 according to Business Insider and note the Bloomberg scan (previous) said Lamont was a director of RAB as of April 2004. Did Lordly Lamont ransack investors for himself and his associates?

Offices at 1 Adam Street in London---

In 2008 Lamont joined the board of---
Phorm was an Internet software operation started in Delaware that relocated to Singapore. Between 2007 and 2011 it had losses of $137.5 million and in 2012 it delisted from the London Stock Exchange and gave notice that “shareholders were unlikely to recover any of their investments.” Was Phorm another ripoff schemed by Pilgrims Society members led by Norman Lamont? Remember that being short can be more profitable than being long, in the event of bankruptcy, shares borrowed and sold go to zero value, so there’s nothing to cover. Concerns were voiced in a number of nations about loss of privacy due to Phorm activities. “U.K. declines to prosecute Phorm over spying software” was a headline story in 2011 at [https://www.networkworld.com/article/2201952/malware-cybercrime/uk-declines-to-prosecute-bt--phorm-over-spying-software.html](https://www.networkworld.com/article/2201952/malware-cybercrime/uk-declines-to-prosecute-bt--phorm-over-spying-software.html) more---
After a more than two-year investigation, U.K. prosecutors will not bring a case against BT and an online advertising software company for running secret trials of software that monitored people's Web browsing without their consent.

The Crown Prosecution Service said Friday it had not reviewed all of the evidence but had seen enough to conclude that a prosecution of BT and the company Phorm was not in the public interest.

BT ran three trials of Phorm's Webwise software, which monitors a person's Web browsing and search terms in order to serve up related advertisements. Two of those trials -- one involving about 18,000 BT broadband subscribers in September and October of 2006 -- did not obtain consent of users.
Mud doesn’t easily splash onto Pilgrims Society members like Lord Lamont, what with the House of Lords close historic relationship with the Royal family. Next Bloomberg item on Lamont is that for some unspecified time he was a director of “Banca Comerciale Robank.” A search for this yielded uncertain results. The name sounds Italian; but some results were for the Dutch Rabobank. Possibly a transcription error took place. In any case, you can unmistakably see this Lamont has been all over the finance map for many years. How many boards and interests has Lamont been on and linked to due to his “former” association with the Rothschilds? Possibly, more than half of them. He isn’t likely to disclose it.

Insight Investment Management Global is still another board Lamont spent some number of years active on.
Insight at some point acquired Rothschild Asset Management. Bank of New York Mellon represents some $33.3 trillion in assets under custody and the famous Mellon name is there at the forefront, putting the shameful misrepresentation to this kid’s fantasy that the Rothschilds run the world finance system just all alone! Not hardly! On October 22, 2009, Lord Lamont had a speaking engagement at Bank of New York Mellon---
Andrew Mellon (1855-1937, above left) was three time Treasury Secretary in the 1920s to 1932, with silver suppressor President Hoover, also a Pilgrims member, who refused to call a world conference on silver unless England did first! William Hoffman, a biographer, cited Congressional sources from 1932 claiming the Mellon fortune was “equal to two-thirds of all the gold in the entire world.” See “Paul Mellon Portrait of An Oil Baron,” 1974. Paul’s Gulf Oil holdings hardly made him limited to being only an oil baron, as Congressional records show his father was a heavy holder in at least 300 corporations in many sectors! “What Paul Mellon inherited may be the largest fortune ever passed from father to son” as Mellon “illegally acquired more property to satisfy his personal greed THAN ANY OTHER PERSON ON EARTH.” The old man was also a silver suppressor, cheating USA miners out of $14 million still due them under the terms of the Pittman Act of 1918, however an
evil Supreme Court upheld Mellon. Details are in The Silver Stealers [www.silverstealers.net](http://www.silverstealers.net)

UCL Resources, of which Norman Lamont was a director (2007-2009) [https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private](https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private) ---

UCL Resources Limited engages in the exploration, evaluation, and development of mineral properties in Australia, Iran, and Namibia. It focuses on the exploration and development of the Sandpiper/Meob phosphate project in Namibia; and the Zinc-Lead-Silver project in Mehdiaad in central Iran. UCL Resources Limited is based in Sydney, Australia. As of June 22, 2013, UCL Resources Limited operates as a subsidiary of Mawarid Mining LLC.

285 George Street
Suite 5.02
Level 5
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia

Phone: 61 2 9279 1760
Fax: 61 2 9279 1761
Did Lamont get any Iranian mined silver for the price rigging network? Mawarid Mining is based in Oman and is part of a conglomerate owned by wealthy Arabs, apparently with contacts from The Pilgrims Society like Lord Lamont. For some time starting in December 2001, Lamont was a director of Scottish Re Group (Reinsurance) ---

In 2011 in the Cayman Islands banking paradise jurisdiction, a true ha-ha fantasy land of daisy chain derivatives, Scottish Re and Massachusetts Mutual Capital Partners merged with Cerberus Capital Management. Greek mythology had it that Cerberus was a three headed dog who prevented the dead from leaving Hades. Sounds like another Pilgrims Society enterprise wrecking so many lives. CC Management represents some $35 billion in assets. Chairman of Cerberus is John Snow, USA Treasury Secretary 2003-2006 who suppressed silver and gold prices. His son appeared in The Pilgrims 2014 roster.

According to Wiki, Lord Lamont is or was on the advisory board to OMFIF, Official Monetary and Financial Institutions Forum---
https://www.omfif.org/about/

Dialogue on World Finance and Economic Policy

OMFIF is an independent think tank for central banking, economic policy and public investment - a neutral platform for best practice in worldwide public-private sector exchanges.

With offices in London and Singapore, OMFIF focuses on global policy and investment themes relating to central banks, sovereign funds, pension funds, regulators and treasuries. Global Public Investors with investable assets of $33.8tn are at the heart of this network.

Membership offers insight through two complementary channels - Analysis and Meetings. Many OMFIF meetings, held under the OMFIF Rules, take place within central banks and other official institutions. OMFIF Analysis incorporates in-house expertise and specialists from public and private sector members.

The Advisory Network actively participates in these activities, and is chaired by Lord (Meghnad) Desai, emeritus professor at the London School of Economics and Political Science.

Lamont addressing one of the planets top two Warmonger think tanks, the London based International Institute for Strategic Studies; Correspondent with the Center for Strategic
& International Studies in D.C., both Pilgrims Society operations and Planning World War Three---


At this link we find Lord Lamont again and apparently they’re saying he’s chairman of this organization (what’s your impression?) They have roughly one billion of assets under management---yes; they have offices in The City of London, finance district---
At this link we find still more activities of LORDLY Norman Lamont (no mention of The Pilgrims!) ---
https://www.parliament.uk/biographies/lords/lord-lamont-of-lerwick/895 --- “Register of Interests” ---

Adviser to Mutual Finance; member advisory council to Eurasian Council on Foreign Affairs; consultant to RSK Group Limited; consultant to real estate group Easternsun Limited; board member, Centre for Islamic Finance at the University of Bolton; adviser to Shamara Group; on global advisory board to Meinhardt Group; vice president of Bruges Group; trustee of International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture and Urbanism; speaker at SVP Global in November 2017 and several more items!

Location---
http://www.eurasiancouncilforeignaffairs.eu/

Cliveden House, site of some ECFA meetings---
38,500 square feet of extreme opulence and incalculably valuable art masterpieces---

“PILL-GRAMS!”
The Advisory Council of the Eurasian Council on Foreign Affairs

- H.E. José Maria Aznar OIC, former Prime Minister of Spain
- H.E. Kjell Magne Bondevik GSO, former Prime Minister of Norway
- M. Laurent Fabius, President of the Conseil Constitutionnel of France; former Prime Minister and former Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Development of France
- Dr. Benita Ferrero-Waldner, former Foreign Minister of Austria and former EU Commissioner for External Relations
- M. François Fillon, former Prime Minister of France
- The Hon. Franco Frattini, former Foreign Minister of Italy
- Dr. Václav Klaus, former President and former Prime Minister of the Czech Republic
- H.E. Aleksander Kwasniewski GCB GCMG GColIH, former President of Poland
- The Rt. Hon. Lord Lamont of Lerwick, former Chancellor of the Exchequer of the United Kingdom
- The Rt. Hon. Peter Lilley, former Secretary of State for Trade & Industry for the United Kingdom, and Vice-Chairman of the British-Kazakhstan All-Party Parliamentary Group
- The Rt. Hon. Jack Straw, former Secretary Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom
- Mr. Boris Tadić, former President of Serbia
- Dr. Danilo Turk, former President of Slovenia

Lord Lamont at the residence of the Spanish Ambassador to the UK---
http://planetpartys.blogspot.com/2016/10/spanish-national-day-celebrations-at.html

Baron Lamont, consultant to RSK Group  https://www.rsk.co.uk/
---

https://www.bloomberg.com/research
According to https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/09192031 Easternsun Limited, of which Lamont is consultant to, is an “unclassified holding company;” elsewhere we read “real estate.”
“We have thousands of strings & we pull them all!”

Lord Lamont, adviser to---

http://www.shamaraholding.com/
Shamara Holding Group (SHG) is one of the oldest and largest conglomerates in the Middle East with a history dating back to 1930.

Over time, SHG has evolved into a highly diversified group and has developed a set of leading companies in predominantly the Oil & Gas, Power, Water, and Infrastructural sectors. Today, SHG’s combined contracting and investment portfolio is in excess of USD$ 10 billion, and the group remains at the forefront of development in the key growth market of Iraq.

Over the years, Shamara’s success story flourished despite many challenges; this sense of determination, coupled with a tangible promise of quality work, gained the company multiplying achievements, trusted partners, seasoned personnel and a prestigious reputation.

**Lamont, ruler of serfs!**
Despite its German or Austrian sounding name, Meinhardt is run by Arabs and Orientals and is based in Singapore. It operates in 48 countries. It’s involved with office buildings, residential housing, high rise buildings, sports facilities, public and government buildings, business technology parks, master planning, smart cities, infrastructure, retail, aviation, bridges,
highways, railways, ocean transport, defense, education, healthcare, energy, power, water and wastewater treatment, oil and gas and pharmaceuticals. Bloomberg adds it’s into Internet and communications (and other sectors!) PETRONAS Towers in Singapore, a Meinhardt venture---

Lord Lamont is an official of Bruges Group, based in the UK, it opposes closer political ties with Europe in favor of amalgamation with the United States, drawing us into the British Commonwealth; the British already have NATO for Europe; recovering the “American colonies” has always been
central goal of The Pilgrims Society; they must have concluded it’s more feasible to get America into the Commonwealth than to hybridize with Europe, especially due to language differences---

https://www.brugesgroup.com/

HQ---162 Regent Street London---

Norman Lamont is a trustee of---
The International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture and Urbanism is “a global network dedicated to better places to live” [http://www.intbau.org/](http://www.intbau.org/) Prince Charles, soon to be King Charles, wants people to have “better places to live” (translated---lousy straw huts at best, considering his daddy is the top eugenics booster in the past century!) ---

INTBAU was established in 2001, and has since gained 32 chapters and nearly 6,000 members in over 100 countries worldwide. We work under the patronage of our founder, HRH The Prince of Wales.

Lord Lamont spoke to SVP Global in fall 2017---


$8.4 billion in assets
Strategic Value Partners is a global alternative investment firm focused on distressed and deep value opportunities.

HQ is in Devonshire House London---

PILL-GRAMS!
https://brexitcentral.com/forget-single-market-myth-little-lose-outside/ another of so many links which never mentions Lamont’s membership in The Pilgrims! I haven’t found a link yet naming him as a member!

**Lamont** opposes Scottish national independence from the United Kingdom. Same stance as other Pilgrims Society members including ex-NATO chief, Lord Robertson.

Lamont published “Sovereign Britain” in 1995. Using the “search inside” feature I found no mention of The Pilgrims Society. He’s quite careful to act like this invisible association with so many other powerful men just isn’t in existence at all---
As I near closing this report, I notice Lamont has still another consultant link, this time with Crystol Energy---

“Crystol Energy is an independent consultancy and advisory company, with a unique breadth of global experience in the public and private sectors and academia. From governments and investors to international organisations and NGOs, we work with all stakeholders.”
According to info dated 2010, Lamont was chairman of Jupiter Adria Ltd.; and a director of Stanhope Gate Developments; advisor to Hermitage Global Fund. This source reported some of Lamont’s speaking engagements---May 21, 2009 at Experian; November 2, 2009 at Barwa Capital; November 11, 2009 at Deutsche Bank; November 17, 2009 at Volkswagen HQ; November 26, 2009 at BNP Paribas; March 10, 2010 IBM; May 7, 2010 at Lloyd’s Bank Group; June 10, 2010 again at Deutsche Bank. Norman Lamont, Pilgrims Society, is an extremely active globalist, and he is head and shoulders over outer circle members. Hermitage Global Fund is a hedge fund based in the Cayman Islands.
Without being really comprehensive as to Norman Lamont’s activities we could close with mention of a consultancy he owns with the curious name Rocklea Limited, which is located in London at Fitzrovia House---
WHY I FOCUS ON THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY!

Now, what is the relative importance of Peggy Noonan, a columnist who works for the Wall Street Journal, and who was at Bilderberg 2018, compared to this continent straddling globalist member of The Pilgrims Society, Lord Lamont of Lerwick, with influence tentacles in over 100 countries, especially Iran? She’s just a shadow in a vacuum next to Lamont! She’s a flake of dandruff off his scalp! Bilderberg is characterized by political figures holding temporary power;
salaried hacks working in think tanks; pencil pushing journalists; flunkies running NGO organizations and certain corporate and university figures; a hodgepodge of other schemers who at best are mid-tier; then there’s the few fairly powerful ones like Henry Kissinger; but even in his case, his power is delegated by the Rockefellers (Pilgrims Society) to him. The PILGRIMS SOCIETY stands above! ONLY The Pilgrims Society was set up to “gradually absorb the wealth of the world” (Review of Reviews, May 1902, page 557); ONLY The Pilgrims Society was scheming World War One over a decade before the fact (same source); ONLY The Pilgrims Society was to become a “World Money Trust” by recruiting wealthy men, in some cases, just before they die, so their funds can come under Society control (like financier Charles Hayden which see on Google); ONLY The Pilgrims Society controls all USA Presidents and Secretaries of State as “honorary” members---and therefore by extension, all our armed forces, all our diplomatic relations, and appointments of Federal judiciary; Pilgrims Society members were at Jekyll Island plotting the FED (zero Bilderbergers there); ONLY The Pilgrims Society says of itself that it is “Here And Everywhere” (motto); and has as its sponsors, history’s biggest landowners, the Windsors, the British Royals! Lamont did attend Bilderberg 1995.

General David Petraeus was at Bilderberg 2018 and the Bilderberg screamers won’t tell you he was hosted by The Pilgrims ten years earlier, because primarily, they are too poorly informed to be aware of it---
SOME LAMONTs IN THE “AMERICAN COLONIES”
Butler had a phenomenally extensive biography; we’ll limit to saying he married into the Schuyler dynasty fortune, land barons tracing to old Dutch Colonial times; Satterlee, a relative of the still more fantastic Livingston dynasty, was a member of the National Institute of Social Sciences (eugenics) and was son in law to an earlier member, J.P. Morgan Senior; Church was a civil engineer with quite a career and doubled as a prison
warden and War College lecturer; Tuckerman was a prominent Wall Street attorney and member of several exclusive yacht clubs; Gerard got huge sums from the Anaconda Copper Mine in Montana. Thomas Lamont became chairman of J.P. Morgan & Company; director of Northern Pacific Railway; United States Steel Corporation; International Agricultural Corporation; Crowell Publishing; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway; etcetera; trustee, Philips Exeter Academy, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, overseer of Harvard University; chairman, International Committee of Bankers for Adjustment of Mexican Foreign Debt; chairman International Consortium for Assistance to China; United States Treasury representative with American Commission to Negotiate Peace, Paris 1919 ("Who’s Who in America" 1934-1935, page 1402).
“America’s 60 Families” by Ferdinand Lundberg (1937), page 33---

“An extraordinarily complex and resourceful personality like Thomas W. Lamont, who has been the brains of J.P. Morgan and Company throughout the postwar period and was a mentor of President Herbert Hoover throughout his fateful single term in the White House, has exercised more power for twenty years in the western hemisphere, has put into effect more final decisions from which there has been no appeal, than any other person. Lamont has been the First Consul de facto in the invisible Directory of postwar high finance and politics, a man consulted by presidents, prime ministers, governors of central banks, the directing intelligence behind the Dawes and Young plans. Lamont is protean; he is a diplomat, an editor, a writer, a publisher, a politician, a statesman---an international presence as well as a financier.”

The power claims about Lamont are true, except that there was also on the scene two other Pilgrims Society members at least as powerful---Andrew Mellon and John D. Rockefeller Jr. Lamont’s power was delegated to him by Pilgrims Society dynasties back of J.P. Morgan & Company---the Dorrances of Campbell Soup; the Berwinds, world’s biggest coal mining magnates; Goulds of railroads, land and gold; Phippses of Carnegie Steel; McCormicks of International Harvester and real
estate; Dukes of American Tobacco Company; Fields of Marshall Field & Company and real estate; Ryans of insurance, diamonds, machine guns and much more; Vanderbilts of the railroad industry; Du Ponts of the chemical industry; and others. It’s a kid’s fable that the Rockefellers control American finance all by themselves. Lamont, Mellon and Rockefeller---Mellon impresses me most because he held off the charge of Standard Oil against his Gulf Oil, and he held off the charge of the Morgan conglomerate in U.S. Steel, with his Union-Sharon Steel.
Gordon Lamont retired to Jupiter Island, Florida, where many Pilgrims Society members have residences! His wife’s grandfather was a Wall Street figure long ago; Elizabeth Carrington Brown’s family was “wealthy and prominent” and were Episcopalians. The hidden history of The Pilgrims Society encompasses the financial, industrial, political, educational and diplomatic history of North America! Note Gordon Lamont’s early age British connections as in Royal Air Force!

Who’s Who in the East 1957
Page 519. Notice neither Mentioned being members!

Nestle & Beryllium Corporation
Heavy hitters!

TEXASGULF SULPHUR COMPANY
Phelps Dodge, major copper producer, supplied large amounts of silver for price management.

https://prabook.com/web/edward_miner.lamont/142539

The Pilgrims NYC 2014---
Lambert was with Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy then with Breed, Abbott & Morgan for many years, two top Pilgrims Society law firms in NYC. His info states of this 1950 Yale graduate---

“From 1990 to 1992 Mr. Lambert served as United States Ambassador to the Republic of Ecuador. He joined McLaughlin & Stern as a partner in early 2004, concentrating his practice in estate planning, estate and trust administration, and Surrogate's Court litigation. Mr. Lambert has been involved in some of the most significant estate and trust litigations of the last several decades, including Matter of Rothko, Estate of J. Seward Johnson, Matter of Stillman and Matter of Rockefeller. He is a member of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, the New York State Bar Association and the American Bar Association. Lambert is active in civic and charitable affairs, currently serves as a Director of The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center and as a Trustee of the Helen and Ritter Shumway Foundation. He previously served as a trustee of The Brearley School and of The Hotchkiss School, and as Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Association of Yale Alumni.”
The Stillmans are another billionaire New York banking and finance dynasty linked by marriage to the Rockefellers.

The Council of American Ambassadors states---

“Lambert has been active in New York State politics for many years and was a member of the Executive Committee of the New York State Republican Party from 1983-1990. He also served as a Steering Committee and Finance Committee member of the 1988 George Bush for President election campaign and was a member of the New York Delegation to the Republican National Conventions in 1984, 1988, and 1992.”
Ned Lamont, otherwise known as Edward M. Lamont, great, great grandson of Thomas Lamont and grandson of Thomas Stilwell Lamont, is in The Pilgrims NYC 2014. Ned, a Democrat prominent in Connecticut politics, founded Campus Televideo, bought out in 2015 for a large sum. His wife Ann Huntress Lamont is a director of Hospital Corporation of America, big vaccine pushers bilking the public and with extremely high priced medical services. Ned’s daddy? Not in The Pilgrims but the list years are far from complete; he was a director of the extremely important State Street Corporation of Boston.

PILGRIM SPAWN!
A note on Paul Volcker, ex chief of the Federal Reserve and now age 91, who’s been a member of The Pilgrims since at least 1980 when he set the Hunts up to be stripped of some 60MOZ silver by 1986---his memoirs are due to be released at the end of October 2018. The title is, “Keeping At It: The Quest for Sound Money and Good Government”
This is the same “sound money” advocate who during the London Gold Pool days remarked that the price of gold would sink to $5 except that we were working to hold it at $35 (to keep it from slumping!)  Volcker and Kissinger have been Pilgrims vice presidents for some years; of course, there will be no mention of the Society in Volcker’s memoirs, and most likely, no mention of silver. It will be more likely he’d have to mention gold.

MY DEEPEST
APOLOGIES!

Gee, I’m sorry I can’t deliver any interesting content for interviews with USA Watchdog, SGT Report, Wall Street for Main Street, Daily Coin, Reluctant Preppers, World Alternative Media, Solari Report, Financial Survival Network, X22 Report, Dark Journalist, Silver Doctors Elijah Johnson, Rogue Money, Future Money Trends, Sarah Westall, Dave Janda, Peak Prosperity, Palisade Radio and so forth. Because to them “interesting content” evidently means “what do you have to market for purchase price to our audiences?” If asked, they all insist they don’t get paid for these obvious sales and marketing promotions. Do you believe interviewers all do this for free? How many advertising businesses coast to coast provide free advertising for people selling things, then they ask the public to subsidize them by sending in donations? So they can provide free marketing services to people trying to sell things to them? You can’t “fight globalism” by misleading audiences as to financial relationships between hosts and interview guests! That’s my opinion as to what’s taking place. If you can see past blind personality worship of puffed up blowhards whose reason for being seems to be accessing your finances, what does this arena look like to you? The interviewers are helping guests draw money from audiences, and in return for that, the guests never compensate the hosts for these promotions? Sure! And
you also know lots of hospitals that just never bill anyone! If you want to save $997, you can get all free resource stock picks in precious metals at 321 Gold! Notice too the interviewers hardly ever hold guests to account for bad price and timing forecasts (“silver will never trade under $30 again,” fall 2012, still as this is released in October 2018, wrong since mid-April 2013!) More recently we are told “silver will be $100 in 2018” and then he added “or 2019” and if 2019, it could be on the final trading day and the “guru” would still be right. What a limp and hollow way to eventually be right.

**How much ability does it take to cast a net over an increasingly extensive span of time?**

The very tediously overused word “caveat,” is a psychological trigger switch buzzword that allows a “silver guru” to say he’s nearly never been wrong. “Silver will advance, unless it declines,” that’s a forecast? There is the suggestion that one gets recognition as an “expert” if he/she is paying interviewers for promotional interviews. We haven’t arrived yet at anyone admitting payments are happening; it sure looks like it.

Stop tossing money for anyone’s money grubbing subscriptions! They’re only so many mosquitoes trying to draw blood from you. I was in on a private placement with major SSRI in 2001, without any newsletter subscription! If you’ve a
local metals dealer, do business there to help him stay in business as it could become more RISKY to ship PM’s!

It isn’t cool to be a free public service information provider when all the interviewers and guests are there to siphon money from their bamboozled audiences mesmerized by misplaced hero worship of personalities getting timing forecasts wrong for tedious years on end. We’d appreciate it if they’d just admit those are paid promotions. Reading remarks at Silver Doctors from the rank and file and on You Tube, people are catching on--the interviewers and their merchandising guests are all out to bleed off as much income as possible from audiences whose minds they’ve successfully massaged for years. These nasty below the belt tricks of denying guests pay for their wares being boosted are losing traction however. This October 2018 item below suggests progress so people who donate will realize they’re subsidizing people selling things to them---notice lower right hand corner and lower left! “Includes paid promotion” OKAY! This is VERY NEW and only came by way of official and unofficial inquiries and pressure from a small committee including me and a You Tube comment poster. Zang reps for a gold numismatic coin dealer. Does anyone seriously believe she gets interviews for ITM Trading all for free? How much inter-dealer trading goes on between ITM and Silver Doctors? No objection to inter-dealer trading! But would she be covered
at SD without business relationship? Not likely! ITM refused response to my inquiry; I received torrid denial from Miles Franklin that money was paid to have Andy Hoffman boosted, regardless that he had at least 62 interviews on this channel---how many businesses do you know who are so GD smart they can get so much free advertising? **I reject the denials of interviewers and guest personalities!** This isn’t human nature to provide free advertising to people marketing things! True, the notice at left could refer to pop up ads, but it may also start someone wondering, “is the entire session really just a paid ad,” it’s inexperienced and unreasonably trusting to believe otherwise.

Gold numismatics are remarkably bad instruments if needed for emergency barter money. Common date silver dimes are best and Mercury dimes are tops as no date check is needed; 1940-1945 issues are easiest to come by and have the least wear. I am happy to be swimming in dimes! Except that I have
to cross state line to the west where they’re discreetly stored, New Mexico being more respectful of private property rights. Texas, dominated by Republicans, acts like Democrats on property rights! Still in some ways it’s OK to reside on a street same as members of three different police agencies.

Start my own channel? My writing efforts take up too much time after my other necessaries. Besides, these operators already have established presence and could have fast forwarded info to the public; it would take years to build a channel. If something isn’t offered for purchase to viewers, the subject content can’t possibly be of any interest! The interviewer’s record of guests defines that this is their viewpoint! So then I must assume God will severely chastise me for not being after the finances of anyone who reads my research pieces! What a disgrace to make info available on an all free basis!

www.silverstealers.net
www.nosilvernationalization.org
https://www.facebook.com/charles.savoie.96387